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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man! This is the sixth edition of The Company of the Green Man e-
newsletter and I hope everyone finds something of interest amongst these pages. As in our last June edition Jack-in-the-
Green takes precedence throughout these pages. But the Green Man as always will redress the balance in the December e-
newsletter.

I’m currently in the process of moving house and as we all know the third law of sod states “he who shall put his house on the 
market shall have a leaky flat roof on the same week” and so things were getting hectic and I began worrying that I might 
be late in getting this e-newsletter out to you all and miss my own June deadline. 

But then I glanced up at the bookshelf where my copies of Ron’s original newsletters for the Company of the Green Man sit 
and tried to remember when any of them ever actually arrived when he said they would. And so I realised that as the 
current caretaker of The Company of the Green Man it is actually my duty to carry on the tradition where possible of 
ensuring that the Company newsletter is in fact fashionably late. And so that was my excuse all ready to go. But then I sat 
down and began to look through the plethora of pictures and articles I had ready to go for this edition and the process 
flowed so smoothly and the pictures fitted together so effortlessly that I finished the e-newsletter earlier than ever 
before.

And so  I must apologise to you all for breaking tradition and delivering this newsletter on time. I’m very, very sorry and will 
try to ensure that it doesn’t happen too often!

As always my thanks to everyone who has contributed in any way towards this newsletter, the blog, the flickr site or the 
gazetteer which is expanding far beyond my wildest expectations. I recently opened Ron’s book “The Green Man Companion 
and Gazetteer” (still available second hand from Amazon)  which first brought me to The Company of the Green Man and 
smiled at the six page gazetteer at the back. It would now take far beyond the entire 87 pages of the original book to detail 
the list of green men that now reside within the pages of our online gazetteer and I’m eternally grateful to all those who 
contribute new sightings, confirm old ones and correct errors.

My e-mail inbox is looking a bit full at the moment with pictures, sightings and verifications all waiting to be added to the 
website or blog. My apologies if your contribution is currently residing there but now that the e-newsletter is out and the 
Jack-in-the-Green season is over I will be working my way through the backlog and will get them all added as soon as 
possible. Special thanks to Jennie Miller and Gary Truss, every time their latest series of pictures begins to drop into my in-
box I know I’m in for a visual treat. Their stunning Tewkesbury Abbey pictures feature in this edition and I hope to include 
more of their pictures in the December edition. 

Whilst looking back through Ron’s book I paused at the forward that he wrote and realised that I haven’t read it in it’s 
entirety for years, and although I have reproduced it in part before on both the blog and the website there may be 
members out there who have never had the opportunity to read it. And so I am very proud to leave the final words of the 
introduction to this newsletter to Ronald Millar the founder of The Company of the Green Man:

THE GREEN MAN – MOTIF AND MAGICIAN

THESE are times of Man’s deep conflict with his environment, of polluted water courses and concreted countryside, and if 
the Green Man had not already been in existence then something very like him would have been invented. He is the perfect 
icon for all who recognise that in Progress we risk losing something vital to our well-being, our survival even, call these 
sentient folk ‘green’, environmentalists, conservationists, Common Ground, Men of the Trees or what you will.

“Two millennia old or older, the Green Man is the vibrant spirit of the wild wood, of vegetation in leaf or bud, of spring, 
pool and river, earth and sky, indeed the totality of nature. His voice is the hiss of the high wind in ash and oak. And his 
profundity those sudden silences of a forest when all Nature seems to hold her breath. When we hear or feel him no more 
mankind will have run its course.”

Ronald Millar 1997

The next e-newsletter will (probably) be published in December 2012.  Any and all contributions would be gratefully 
received.

Chris Walton

greenman@virgin.net
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"Jack in the Green" : Oils & Egg-tempera on canvas : 12" x 10" : Copyright © 2004 by Martin Herbert

My thanks to Martin for allowing me to reproduce his wonderful picture of the Jack-in-the-Green amongst the pages of our 
e-newsletter. My wife gave me a copy of this picture for Yule last year and it sits on my wall staring down at me and giving 
me inspiration. 

New member Martin Herbert paints in both digital and traditional media, using painting and drawing techniques revived from 
renaissance painters, including oils and egg-tempera, and sepia ink and red chalk. He sells prints of his "Jack in the Green" 
painting at etsy.com - see https://www.etsy.com/listing/79234658/green-man-jack-in-the-green-limited. He is offering 
members a discount for the purchase of work from his shop - enter the code GREENMAN when prompted during checkout 
for a 10% discount from your total purchase (not just Green Men!) of fine art prints, cards, original drawings etc. - even 
commission a portrait! The promotion will run until the 1st September. 

You can also find out more about Martins work at  www.spiritvisions.com
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I have great pleasure in confirming that at least fifteen Jacks went out this year in the UK. These include:

•The Blue Bell Hill (Rochester) Jack-in-the-Green

•The Brentham Jack-in-the-Green 

•The Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

•The City of London Jack-in-the-Green

•The Deptford (Fowlers Troop) Jack-in-the-Green

•The Guildford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Hastings Jack-in-the-Green

•The Highworth Jack-in-the-Green

•The High Wycombe Jack-in-the-Green

•The Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green

•The Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green

•The Tunbridge Wells Jack-in-the-Green

•The Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green

•The Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green

I was lucky enough to meet six Jacks this year. 

On May Morning I joined Motley Morris and some other weather hardy onlookers and Morris Sides at the picnic site on Blue 
Bell Hill to welcome the dawn at 5:32am and see Jack awoken surrounded by twelve (amazingly still alight) fires. My thanks 
to Gordon Newton and Motley for putting up with the rain and me and posing for some great pictures with Jack.

Then onwards to see the Bristol Jack awoken on Saturday 5th May outside the MShed on the Harbour side. This new 
starting location for the Bristol Jack was perfect allowing all those attending some great views of Jack, his attendants and 
the spectacular cityscape across Bristol. I followed Jack up to St Nicholas Market where I watched him disappear into the 
distance and headed over to Highworth to see their wonderful Jack-in-the-Green at the end of his parade through the High 
Street and the festivities of the May Market that is held every year. Then back to Bristol to follow the Bristol Jack on his 
final journey up and out of the City Centre and onward to Horfield Common where once again Jack met his fate and the 
spirit of Summer was released for another year.

Bank Holiday Monday Morning saw me arriving good and early to watch the preparations for Jack’s release from the 
Fisherman’s Museum and the 30th Anniversary of this wonderful event. I was aware that an invite had gone out to all other 
Jacks, Bogies and followers to come to Hastings and take part in the festivities but had no idea who would be attending. I 
was overjoyed to see the small but perfectly formed City of London Jack-in-the-Green hurtling down a street towards me 
chasing somebody into their house to the cry of “bogie, bogie, bogie” before heading off at high speed around the corner. 
The City Jack also preceded the Hastings Jack from the Fishermans Museum later in the morning to the cry of “who got the 
washing instructions wrong” before the emergence and awakening of the spectacular Hastings Jack-in-the-Green. And then 
bringing up the rear and later joining forces with the Hastings Jack in the High Street was the Fowlers Troop Jack-in-the-
Green. 

I headed off to try and catch my final Jack of the season over at Whitstable. but alas the bank holiday traffic put paid to 
that idea and I had to concede and decide that it would be best to visit the Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green another year. 

Congratulations to Dixie Lee one of the original founders of the Whitstable Jack who retired this year. Congratulations to 
Keith Leech and all those involved with the Hastings Jack for 30 years of this absolutely magical event. And my thanks to all 
those involved with the Jacks that I saw and who put up with me getting in their way and for allowing me to witness some 
very special moments. 

And to all the other Jacks-in-the-Green that came out this year, their organisers and followers a big thank you for keeping 
this wonderful tradition alive and I hope to visit you all in the years to come. 

I would also like to thank all those who have kindly allowed me to use their photographs of this years Jacks.

And now I shall let the pictures tell their own stories….. 
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At HastingsAt HastingsAt HastingsAt Hastings
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Copyright © Tunbridge Wells Jack-in-the-Green

Copyright © Jackie Surtees
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Whitstable JackWhitstable JackWhitstable JackWhitstable Jack----inininin----thethethethe----Green 2012Green 2012Green 2012Green 2012

High Wycombe JackHigh Wycombe JackHigh Wycombe JackHigh Wycombe Jack----inininin----thethethethe----Green 2012Green 2012Green 2012Green 2012

Copyright © Quentin Fletcher

Copyright © Thorskegga Thorn
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GREENMAN SONG

David Risley is the Green Man (Holly Man) for The Lions Part Theatre Companies' wonderful Twelfth Night Celebrations that take place in the Bankside 
area of London each January http://www.thelionspart.co.uk/twelfthnight

He has kindly sent us the Greenman song, a poem that was handed down to him by his late mother in law Jean a few years back. She wrote it down for him, 
however until then it had been handed down orally to her from her mother and grandmother before, through three and possibly more generations. 

The poem lives on and he passed it to a friend Tim Laycock who is a member of The New Scorpion Band who put it to music. You can view a wonderful 
version performed by them here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6vrQwsUJcc&list=FLOod4TaEiMhJ0XGY3jmUiOw&index=3&feature=plpp_video

It is sung regularly as part of the Lions Part Twelfth Night Festival.

My thanks to David for sharing this wonderful piece of history with us. Here are the full details of the poem as given to David

“South Durham ditty of ancient origin could be 16th century as narrated to Hannah Jane Law Stott by her Grandmother about 1865. Then by Hannah Jane 
to her Granddaughter (myself) in the nineteen thirties and now in 2001, to you from me, Jean Walker...:”

The Greenman

A man all garbed in living green,

from head to toe bedight

wi' ivy leaves and holly,

his 'antlered' head, (though no gaud, he),

bedizened wi' a thousand berries bright,

will roam abroad this Yule-tide night.

Heigh ho! heigh ho! Let us all be jolly.

If he should come a-knocking,

do not let him in,

if he do glimpse your daughters' fair,

mayhap he'll snare them by their hair

and tempt them - "follow me, follow me,

come lasses, gan wi' me", heigh ho! heigh ho!!

Greenmans a jocund fellow though,

wi' twinkling eye and merry laugh

he'll chuck your lasses 'neath the chin,

then steal a buss and let 'em go,

but do not let him in, heigh ho! heigh ho!

for all young gals are all aglow

through the greenwood for to go

and will wi' glee, accompany

a likely, gradley swain as he ,

heigh ho! heigh ho! the holly,

now let us all be jolly,

e'en though it ends in folly - heigh ho!!.

(Anon)

gaud - over dressed dandy

gan wi' me - go with me.

buss – kiss

gradley - handsome
Copyright © Davis Risley

Copyright © Davis Risley
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All Pictures on this page Copyright © Jennie Miller & Gary TrussPage 14

My thanks to Jennie and Gary for sending us some more fantastic green men from their collection. 

Tewkesbury Abbey was founded in 1087 by nobleman Robert FitzHamon, but building of the present Abbey did not start until 1102. 
The Norman Abbey was built to house Benedictine monks and was near completion when it was consecrated in 1121.

After the Battle of Tewkesbury in the Wars of the Roses on 4 May 1471, some of the defeated Lancastrians sought sanctuary in the
abbey, but the Yorkists, led by King Edward IV, forced their way into the abbey, and slaughtered them the building had to be closed 
for a month until it could be purified and re-consecrated.

After the dissolution in 1540 most of the cloistral buildings and the Lady Chapel were quarried for their materials but the people of 
Tewkesbury bought the Abbey Church from Henry VIII for the value of its bells and lead roof. Insisting it was their parish church 
they paid £453 to the King. 

The church itself is said to be one of the finest Norman buildings in England. Its crossing tower was rated "probably the largest and 
finest Romanesque tower in England" by Sir Nikolaus Pevsner. 

The central stone tower was originally topped with a wooden spire, which collapsed in 1559 and was never rebuilt. 

Tewkesbury Abbey Green Men
Pictures by Jennie Miller and Gary Truss
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All Pictures on this page Copyright © Jennie Miller & Gary TrussPage 16

Tewkesbury Abbey Green Men
Pictures by Jennie Miller and Gary Truss



The Hidden Green Man in Essex
Reviewed by Thomas Hine

Review of - The Hidden Green Man In Essex by Susan Hegedus

I have to admit that I have never been to Essex – Susan Hegedus’ book has definitely given me a reason to visit! In fact a map of 
where to find these green men would have been a nice addition to this book.

The writing very loosely follows a trail from the earliest western appearances of the green man motif, through its dancing in the 
eaves of Essex churches up to its modern appearances on Essex pub signs and café wall hangings. The path followed is not 
entirely linear, with as many spirals and twists as a green man’s beard. Sometimes this makes for confusing reading, but it is 
always interesting and informative.

The paragraphs are somewhat staccato and separate from each other, but coupled with the beautiful images they add 
dimensions of folklore, mythology and history that simply finding the green men sculptures themselves would not give. On the 
whole I felt that by the end of the book I was better informed about the context of the sculptures, without being overly bullied
into accepting the writer’s historical conclusions – this should make it a very acceptable read for Pagan, Christian and Atheist 
(and archaeologist) alike (although you wont agree with all of it!).

But the main star feature of this book is not the writing but the often crisply haunting images. These lovely pictures will give
beautiful and varied reference material for artists and art lovers alike, as well as giving a source of spiritual inspiration - be you 
Christian, Pagan or Atheist. Many are exquisite and emotional photographs in their own right, very worthy of the A5 space they 
are given. Essex has some achingly beautiful medieval and later green men, and Susan Hegedus has captured them brilliantly in 
well-framed black and white – some are truly spectacular! She reveals sculpture that, were it not high up in the roof of an Essex 
parish church, would put most of what is held as ‘important’ art to shame. A beautiful collection which certainly enlightened me 
about what Essex had to offer. 

Thomas Hine
www.westcountryfolklore.blogspot.com

If you want to buy your own copy of Susan’s book it’s available via Amazon.co.uk from our book shop for £7.99 just visit our 
bookshop at  http://freespace.virgin.net/polter.geist/greenman_page0001.htm

Thomas Hine entered our competition on the blog last year and won a copy of The Hidden Green Man In Essex by Susan Hegedus. 
All Thomas had to do was enter his name into the draw for his chance to win….and the catch?..he had to agree to write a review of 
the book for our e-newsletter. Many thanks Thomas.
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Green Man? Or not Green Man Poll Result

St Peter’s Church, Tichfield, Hampshire Copyright © David Williams

In the last e-newsletter we featured David Williams picture of this fascinating figure from St Peter’s Church, Tichfield in 
Hampshire. It is a capital supporting the archway in the west porch. I visited this church myself to photograph this figure 
and verify it for the gazetteer. It was originally reported as a green man by Clive Hicks in his gazetteer and I must I went 
along with description…but should I have?

David commented that “it is not a “Green Man” as it is non-foliate, but an interesting version of the genre. The Church 
literature describes it as a “Sea Monster” but makes no reference apart from that. I believe that this is unusual as carved 
heads normally physically spew water as part of their function.
Some carvings of Neptune have this feature, but the Titchfield one lacks the beard that is common on Neptune sculptures.”

And so I asked is it time to look again at those few green men who do not feature easily recognisable foliage in any way and  
exclude them from the gazetteer? I set up a poll on our blog and the results are now in!

Thirty people took part in the poll. 40% thought that it was a Green Man whilst 60% said No it’s not a Green Man. 

Here are some comments from those who voted:

Steven Jenner - He is disgorging what looks like water in waves. If they are vines, there are no leaves attached

Sedayne - I'd say this is a classic Romanesque disgorger in the tradition of Garway (as featured in Phil Rickman's novel The 
Fabric of Sin), Bridge Sollars (which disgorges serpents), Leominster & (of course) Kilpeck. Thing is this stuff dates from 
the 12th century, whereas the term 'Green Man' in relation to such carvings is a mythconception dating to the 1930s. Lose 
the name; lose the prejudices; lose the 'Green' associations... and besides, he is disgorging foliage!

Gringetoad - Now then , this is not a greenman , more a merman or a masculine ondine....

jeff - I agree. Looks more aquatic than Wooded. 
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Sightings

Southwell Minster © Martyn Gaunt Southwell Minster © Martyn Gaunt

Congratulations to Martyn Gaunt for spotting an as yet unlisted Green Man and Green Beast in the Minster at Southwell in 
Nottinghamshire. They are both to be found on carved wooden friezes above the choir stalls, the first one is on the north side 
of the choir and the second, more animal like one is above the stalls on the south side.

Stoke Bishop, Bristol © Matt Rogers Ashton Court, Somerset © Matt Rogers

And to Matt Rogers from Bristol for these two new sightings. One on a blocked up gateway in Stoke Bishop, Bristol and the 
other in the grounds of Ashton Court Mansion in North Somerset.
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My thanks to Simon Costin of The Museum of British Folklore 
www.museumofbritishfolklore.com for sending me this picture of 
the green man in the Post office in Steyning West Sussex. This 
very unusual Green Man was the one that inspired Ronald to write
The Green Man Companion & Gazetteer. In his own words “I 
glanced upwards and saw a curious spider-like figure looking down 
on me from the roof beam above my head. It had an imp’s face 
with long spindly branches sprouting from its cheeks….The post 
office is a very old building but the elegant piece of polished 
timber of the Green Man carving seems even older, perhaps from 
the Swann Inn that stood on the site in the seventeenth century.
‘Did you know that there’s a Green Man on that beam?’ I asked 
the woman behind the counter, as if reporting the discovery of 
America. ‘Nothing serious, I’m sure,’ she snapped, perhaps 
thinking that I was talking about a variety of dry rot and was 
fearful of the roof’s imminent collapse. 

It was a magical moment all the same. My quest began.”
Steyning Post Office West Sussex © Simon Costin



Sightings

St Mary’s Church, Marshchapel © Martyn Gaunt

Two wonderful "tongue poker" roof bosses from St. Mary's Church in Marshchapel, Lincolnshire taken by Martyn Gaunt

This wonderfully enigmatic green man can be found in St. Chad's Church at Harpswell, Lincolnshire. It is situated on the 
bottom of the William Harrington memorial. Taken by Martyn Gaunt
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St Mary’s Church, Marshchapel © Martyn Gaunt

St Chad’s Church, Harpswell © Martyn Gaunt
St Chad’s Church, Harpswell © Martyn Gaunt

And congratulations to one of our newest members Vic Ward for these previously unrecorded green men that he 
discovered in Bury St Edmunds in Suffolk

WH Smiths, Bury St Edmunds © Vic Ward Entrance to Herb Garden, Cathedral Precinct Bury St Edmunds © Vic Ward



Snippets
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Yew Tree Quest

Vanessa Piggott writes:

Here is a little thought, to maybe promote discussion;

I was considering the widely held belief that many Yew trees 
in graveyards predate the churches they stand by, and are an 
indication of previous pagan worship. However Yew trees were 
vital to the making of long bows, and are poisonous to cattle 
and sheep. Where is the safest place to grow Yews, where 
stock would never be allowed to graze? The church yard, so 
without carbon-dating every yew in the country, we have to be 
very careful what we assume. Perhaps this snippit would make 
a page-filler 

I think this would make a fascinating article for the pages of 
our next e-newsletter in December. If anybody would like to 
take on this quest please e-mail me at greenman@virgin.net

Green Man Carving

Our best wishes to Dr Colin Harris of the Green Man Forum 
who is still recovering from a total knee replacement. Colin 
wrote: A guy at a recent talk I gave said how he loved my 
Green Men and love spoons - he was also an avid wood carver 
so I asked him to do me one I gave him a choice of woods, 
sizes and styles. the final product was to be my son's 70th 
birthday present to me and since he lives in Bangkok, I am 
difficult to shop for !! the final product is about 14 inches - in 
lime - and part of a GM frieze I photographed in Birmingham 
City centre - where i do Green Man Walks and Talks.

I ask for a fitting, unique and colourful name to be given him 
from your readers.

Answers on an e-mail to greenman@virgin.net

Third Annual Green Man Walk
Artist Chas Alexander is organising the 3rd annual Greenman 
walk in support of the Goddess Foundation on June 24th. Each 
year Chas hides one of his wonderful paintings as part of a 
treasure hunt. This years walk will also feature the Pentacle 
Drummers. For more information go to:
http://www.pagan-village.co.uk/Greenman/Walk2012.php

GREEN MAN POTTERY

Green Thoughts in a Green Shade

Summer exhibition Sun 8 June - August 12, 10am - 5pm.

The Green Man is celebrated by ceramicist Walter Storey 
and other artists in both a  beautiful woodland garden and 
inside the station. This timely exhibition embraces the garden 
as an art form in its own right. 

The Garden Station, Langley, Hexham, NE 47 5LA
Tel: 01434 684 391



The Green King
In the silent spans of forest

Leaf and branch am I

Through my straws and leaves and sheaves of grain

The wind doth sigh

Throughout time ever-changing

Unchanged in every age

Know ye that I live and love life

Through life's every stage

Know ye well that in the heart

Of every seed I lie

Waiting to burst forth with life

Grow, live, grow old and die

Shed not any tears for me

When I am dead and gone

In tender love I give my life

That the wheel turns on and on

Jack Greeney
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Dowse the lantern, new dawn is at hand,
The team is a-waiting to plough the good land.
Three abreast, they shall stumble and nod,

Heaving the share through the heavy clay sod.

Ch.

Hour after hour the neat furrows climb,
Like the strings of a harp in a regular line;
Till needful of rest, all labour must wait,

The horses have nosebags, the ploughman his bait.

Ch.

Yet steadily on until late afternoon,
The chains chack relentlessly into the gloom,

Till reins through the cringle, less urgent confirm,
The voice of the Ploughman to take the last turn.

Ch.

Then away with the harnesses, off with the plough,
For sweet scented hay bids the steaming team now.

From their stable the low lantern light,
Passes out through the door with the Ploughman’s “Goodnight”.

Ch: The Green Man looks on, 
And he smiles from the copse as the cycle of death and re-birth never stops, 

The wheel of the year, 
Turns again and the mythical man watches on. 

Eric Payne www.ericpaynefolksongs.co.uk

The Green Man Looks On



Mummers, Maypoles and Milkmaids
Reviewed by Paul Cowdell

My thanks to Sara Hannant and Merrell books for sending a copy of her wonderful book: Mummers, Maypoles and Milkmaids for 
our archive. I began to write a review, but then realised that someone had done a much better job before me and so I cheekily 
asked folklorist Paul Cowdell if I could reproduce the review that he wrote for his excellent blog Humphrey With His Flail. Many
thanks Paul and welcome to The Company of the Green Man.

All I would add to Paul’s review is that Sara’s book and her incredibly atmospheric photography has completely reinforced my view 
that although we should mourn the loss of many of our traditions, we should also ensure that we celebrate wholeheartedly and 
support those who are creating now the traditions of the future.

Mummers, Maypoles and Milkmaids by Sara Hannant Reviewed by Paul Cowdell

We’ve lately seen something of an enthusiasm amongst artists for vernacular culture and tradition. The results have been exciting, 
with the creation of new works going alongside a very broad championing of the folk arts. From his background as Art Director in
the fashion world Simon Costin has sought to build a Museum of British Folklore. Grayson Perry is exploring the world of 
vernacular artefacts. Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane curated the Folk Archive. Whatever their artistic impulses and 
interpretations, all of these projects have addressed actual folk practice and its artefacts.

They have also, refreshingly, looked at folk practice in a broad way, encompassing existing traditions, revivals and adaptations, and 
newly developed customs. (In this respect they are building on the work of Doc Rowe, as they acknowledge). More needs to be said
about the nuances and differences between these registers of vernacular practice, of course, but they all need documenting and 
considering as folklore.

Sara Hannant’s beautiful new book Mummers, Maypoles and Milkmaids: A Journey through the English Ritual Year (Merrell 
Publishing) belongs with this same trend. She documents a selection of events across the year, from the Allendale Tar Barrel 
Parade (1 January) to The (Insert Name Here) Mummers (28 December). For each event a short explanatory text introduces some 
of Hannant’s vibrant and evocative photographs.

It is primarily a photographic book – a snapshot of some parts of the ritual year that have caught Hannant’s eye and lens – and it is 
gorgeous. There are particularly striking shots of processions at night and/or involving fire. You can see some of the pictures in a 
portfolio on her website (and an exhibition has just opened at the Horniman Museum if you’re around south London over the next 
year), but the Hinton St George Punkie Night procession gives some idea of her best. (For me the outstanding shot is of a burning 
Lewes bonfire effigy of David Cameron and Nick Clegg). She also captures well the informal solemnity of such seasonal events: 
members of the Druid Order processing down Primrose Hill at the Autumn Equinox, or a break for a bag of chips at the kerbside 
during the Sowerby Bridge Rush-Bearing Festival. The qualities are combined in a great shot of the Britannia Coconut Dancers 
dancing round Bacup in falling snow. It’s serious, ridiculous and intense, and Hannant has a sympathetic eye for the people who 
participate in or watch these customs.

“Bogies, Hastings Jack in the Green, Sussex " : Copyright © Sara Hannant
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She has focused her attention on England in order to ‘explore notions of national identity’ (p.10). It is unclear whether this 
actually gets beyond documenting what seasonal customs are currently practised in England (although that in itself would be 
valuable), but it certainly throws up some interesting questions for future researchers.

What is interesting about the book is its combination of the old, the new, and the thought-to-be-old. Here, certainly, are the 
older ‘star attractions’ of the English seasonal year (Padstow, Lewes, Bacup, Abbots Bromley), but Hannant also does a very good 
job with more recently established and civic events. She notes the involvement of local folklore enthusiasts in the revival or 
invention of some traditions, many of which have existed in their current form for only 30-40 years. Here, alongside May Day 
customs and morris dancing, are civic carnivals and trade association events like the Pearly Kings Harvest Festival. There are also 
some striking sequences on recently established events like the Hastings and Deptford Jacks-in-the-Green.

These pictures point to one of the book’s more intriguing features. Hannant is interested in questions of the beliefs embodied in 
seasonal customs. Some of these are fairly recent developments within Anglican tradition: Painswick’s ‘Clypping’, for example, for 
all its claims of age, owes much to the Victorian antiquarianism of enthusiastic Church of England pastors. Hannant has 
documented further many of the emergent traditions around what we might loosely call neo-pagan beliefs. She is particularly good 
at covering the range of events around specific dates like 31 October (Ottery St Mary’s tar barrels, the Antrobus Soulcakers’
Play and Glastonbury Samhain events).

To some extent she has thus documented a new ritual year, one which has arisen only in the last two decades, although an ancient
heritage is claimed for it. Her text does not deal with this in any great depth, although she is largely sympathetic to its 
practitioners (and has made much use of Ronald Hutton in her background reading, so her sympathy is well-informed). It may be up 
to others to tease out the relationship between these events (and between them and their supposed forebears), but that is not 
really the point of Hannant’s glorious book. It would, of course, be nice to hear more about the background to events like the 
London Beltane revival (and there may be an error in the location here), but the novelty of documenting it so well still justifies its 
presentation in this way here.

It is a mark of the book’s quality that it does point directions for such future consideration, but that should be taken as a bonus 
to its other, rather more evident, qualities. The book is an attractive celebration of a wide range of seasonal observation. It 
deserves to be seen widely and enjoyed. It should trigger further interest in seasonal events, drawing attention both to their 
existence and – hopefully – to their implications and meanings.

Sara Hannant is a freelance photographer whose work is exhibited widely, including at the Royal Society of Arts and the Horniman
Museum, London. Since 1988 she has worked on editorial, commercial  and cultural commissions, including  international 
assignments for UNICEF, VSO and Womankind Worldwide. Her documentary photographs have appeared in the Sunday Times and 
The Guardian Amongst others. Sara’s website can be found at: www.sarahannant.com

Paul Cowdell took an MA in Folklore and Cultural Tradition at the National Centre for English Cultural Tradition (NATCECT) at the 
University of Sheffield, graduating with a Distinction. He won the Folklore Society’s President’s Prize in 2006 and has undertaken 
fieldwork for the Smithsonian Institution’s Folklife Festival. He is a serving committee member of the Folklore Society and is 
currently undertaking a PhD looking at contemporary belief in ghosts. Paul is the creator of the blog: Humphrey With His Flail. 
http://humphreywithhisflail.blogspot.co.uk

If you want to buy your own copy of Sara’s book it’s available via Amazon.co.uk from our book shop.

http://freespace.virgin.net/polter.geist/greenman_page0001.htm

“The Jack in the Green procession passes monument underground London" : Copyright © Sara Hannant
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See you all on the website at: www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

In the blog at: http://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com

Or amongst our Flickr pages at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/thecompanyofthegreenman

The next e-newsletter will be published in December 2012 please send any contributions to greenman@virgin.net

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton unless otherwise stated. Our thanks to P W Jewitt for kindly allowing us to 
use his picture of  Ron's favourite Green Man on this page. And our thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our brilliant logo. You can 
find out more about Rob and his work at www.mildinthecountry.info
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